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City Attorney Releases Mosey 2.0
New neighborhood documentary highlights Parsons Avenue corridor
COLUMBUS, OH—Columbus City Attorney Richard C. Pfeiffer, Jr. is inviting viewers to join
him for a virtual tour of iconic Parsons Avenue and its surrounding neighborhoods in the second
installment of his “Moseying with Rick Pfeiffer: Exploring Columbus Neighborhoods” video
series.
Pfeiffer launched this new venture to help document Columbus neighborhoods in August, when
the pilot episode, which featured historic Franklinton, premiered. The amount of attention the
video received was unexpected but pleasantly surprising, as the public reaction was
overwhelmingly positive. Producers from Prime TV Network—based out of Long Beach, CA—
even took notice.
“Moseying is a way for me to stay connected to residents and get a firsthand look at
the issues I’ve been elected to address,” said City Attorney Richard C. Pfeiffer, Jr.
The new episode highlights some important linchpins on Columbus’ South Side, including
Nationwide Children’s Hospital, Columbus Castings, Plank’s restaurant, South High School, and
the new John Maloney Health Center.
Also featured are the distinctive neighborhoods that flank both sides of Parsons Avenue, along
with several small businesses that help comprise the Parsons Avenue Merchants Association.
Several unique individuals are included as well, ranging from wandering scrappers to Vassor
Village resident Doug Smith and his 21-year-old Irish Wolfhound Terrier, Phoebe.
Given the City Attorney’s role in dealing with a variety of public nuisances, Pfeiffer advises that
his video series doesn’t gloss over the challenges that confront neighborhoods. However, what
he hopes is ultimately conveyed is the pride and resiliency of residents in their neighborhoods.
“I never know what’s going to happen on a mosey and these videos reflect that
spirit,” said Pfeiffer. “Viewers are going to see the good, the bad, and the inbetween.”
The Parsons Avenue corridor mosey can be viewed online, with subsequent episodes planned for
wider broadcast. DVD copies are available upon request.

